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2022 was the inaugural year for Green Bay's only mobile bike repair program, a partnership between Green Bay Bicycle Collective, Green Bay Parks Department, and Wisconsin Bike Fed.

Announced during the area’s largest fundraiser in February and making an appearance at community rides in May, the mobile bike repair program garnered community excitement and support early on in the cycling season.

Green Bay Bicycle Collective officially launched the program in June, visiting 8 parks throughout the summer to provide bike repair services to area residents. Partnering with Green Bay Parks Department, we created a schedule of mobile bike repair visits to help ensure residents could access our services close to home. The Parks Department promoted the program amongst area youth (our primary group) to help expand our reach.
Our most popular locations (over 10 bikes repaired at each) were Astor, Fisk, and Leicht Parks, which are situated in Green Bay’s downtown and near underserved communities. All Mobile Bike Repair participants were under 18. We saw an influx of participants when Mobile Bike Repair coincided with other family-centered events at the area parks.

We also provided Mobile Bike Repair support at cycling events such as the BayCare Century as well as those we hosted, for a total of 15 days of active programming. Nearly all our bike mechanics participated—meaning a total of 7 volunteers of various ages and backgrounds were able to connect with area youth, teach basic bike repair skills, raise awareness of our organization, and most importantly, help over 55 residents get back on working bikes.
While we were unfortunately unable to collect participant data this year, we chose Mobile Bike Repair sites located in high-need areas and targeted participants ages 6-18.

Over 1,000 children in the Green Bay Area School District attend a community funded after-school program every day at a high-poverty school (21st Century Community Learning Centers); many of those schools and neighborhoods are in close proximity to the parks we visited, including Tank Elementary, Danz Elementary, Lincoln Elementary, and others.

Our aim in working within these neighborhoods was to reach some of our target demographics of underserved populations, primarily low-income Green Bay residents.

Students in these neighborhoods show significant percentages of limited English proficiency (Tank 24%, Danz 58%, and Lincoln 8%) and special education eligibility (Tank: 17%, Danz 14%, Lincoln 18%), according to data from UW-Green Bay.
Next year, we plan to again work closely with the Parks Department to schedule more Mobile Bike Repair visits. We’re in the process of securing funding for another set of tools—we found a single set to be limiting in the number of bikes we could repair at one stop.

We’re also planning several Mobile Bike Repair “pop-ups” along heavily trafficked areas to help raise awareness of the program and increase our reach in 2023.

Finally, we hope to locate volunteers who’d like to serve as youth mechanics in Mobile Bike Repair next season and target locations in other high-need school districts.
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from this summer, but being in our first year, we didn't know how the program would be received. Most often, area youth brought their bikes for basic repair: sticky brakes, rusty or broken chains, flat tires, missing parts.

To us, the best part of the program was seeing each of the kids' faces light up when their bike was working again—and even better than before.

One resident came to us on a bike with no brakes and a stiff chain. Her bicycle was operational, but unsafe and clunky to ride. Volunteer mechanics and board members Heather and Mark got to work installing new brakes and getting the chain in working order—and it was a process.

Finding brakes that would work with the wheel width was challenging, and the chain took a long time to clean. But, after almost an hour of repair time, the bike was ready, and the girl was grinning from ear to ear. She shared:

“I'M SO HAPPY TO FINALLY HAVE A BIKE THAT WORKS! AND NOW, IT EVEN HAS BRAKES!”

— MOBILE BIKE REPAIR PROGRAM PARTICIPANT
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